Evolutionary change in animal morphology results from alteration of the functional organization of the gene regulatory networks (GRNs) that control development of the body plan. A major mechanism of evolutionary change in GRN structure is alteration of cis-regulatory modules that determine regulatory gene expression. Here we consider the causes and consequences of GRN evolution. Although some GRN subcircuits are of great antiquity, other aspects are highly flexible and thus in any given genome more recent. This mosaic view of the evolution of GRN structure explains major aspects of evolutionary process, such as hierarchical phylogeny and discontinuities of paleontological change.
Introduction
In each generation of each animal species, the body plan is formed by the execution of an inherited genomic regulatory program for embryonic development. The basic control task is to determine transcriptional activity throughout embryonic time and space, and here ultimately lies causality in the developmental process. The genomic control apparatus for any given developmental episode consists of the specifically expressed genes that encode the transcription factors required to direct the events of that episode, most importantly including the cis-regulatory control regions of these genes. The cis-regulatory sequences combinatorially determine which regulatory inputs will affect the expression of each gene and what other genes it will affect; that is, they hard-wire the functional linkages among the regulatory genes, forming network subcircuits. The subcircuits perform biologically meaningful jobs, for example, acting as logic gates, interpreting signals, stabilizing given regulatory states, or establishing specific regulatory states in given cell lineages; here the term ''regulatory state'' means the total of active transcription factors in any given cell at any given time. In turn the subcircuits are ''wired'' together to constitute the gene regulatory network (GRN), the genomically encoded developmental control system.
Developmental GRN Structure
As with any operational control system, the structure of a developmental GRN determines its functions. GRN structure has a unique character, and in this Review we return repeatedly to the way these structural characteristics affect the processes by which evolution of the animal body plan occurs. GRNs are inherently hierarchical: the networks controlling each phase of development are assemblages of subcircuits, the subcircuits are assemblages of specific regulatory linkages among specific genes, and the linkages are individually determined by assemblages of cis-regulatory transcription factor target sites. But at the highest level of its organization, the developmental GRN is hierarchical in an additional and, as we discuss below, very important sense. Development progresses from phase to phase, and this fundamental phenomenon reflects the underlying sequential hierarchy of the GRN control system. In the earliest embryonic phases, the function of the developmental GRN is establishment of specific regulatory states in the spatial domains of the developing organism. In this way the design of the future body plan is mapped out in regional regulatory landscapes, which differentially endow the potentialities of the future parts. Lower down in the hierarchy, GRN apparatus continues regional regulatory specification on finer scales. Ultimately, precisely confined regulatory states determine how the differentiation and morphogenetic gene batteries at the terminal periphery of the GRN will be deployed.
Given that developmental GRN structure determines GRN function, and given that derived evolutionary change in animal body plans must occur because of change in the genomic apparatus controlling development, evolution of the body plan must be effected by alterations in the structure of developmental GRNs. A fundamental theme explored in this Review is that most changes in GRN structure are rooted in cis-regulatory alterations, both in principle and in fact. The result of relevant change in GRN structure is derived change in GRN operation, compared to the immediately ancestral GRNs. This will cause changes in developmental process, and ultimately in the product of that process, the body plan (Britten and Davidson, 1971; Davidson and Erwin, 2006; Erwin and Davidson, 2009 ). The rules of GRN structure/function relations are emerging as analysis of developmental GRNs accelerates, and this in turn provides pathways into evolutionary mechanism that never could have been anticipated in advance. Although a variety of ways of thinking about evolution have been proposed, the evolution of the body plan is fundamentally a system-level problem to which GRN structure/function provides the most compelling direct access.
Evolution at cis-Regulatory Nodes
Because GRN topology is encoded directly in cis-regulatory sequences at its nodes, evolutionary changes in these sequences have great potency to alter developmental GRN structure and function. However, there are many kinds of cisregulatory changes that affect function in different ways, ranging from loss of function, to quantitative change in function, to qualitative gain of function resulting in redeployment of gene expression. Diverse Consequences of cis-Regulatory Mutations Two general kinds of genomic changes affecting cis-regulatory modules are internal changes affecting sequences within cisregulatory modules and contextual sequence changes that alter the physical disposition of entire cis-regulatory modules. Table 1 provides a list of both kinds of changes and their possible functional connotations. Of the internal changes in Table 1 , note that loss or gain of a given target site might cause either loss or gain of function, depending on whether the factor binding the site is an activator or repressor.
Many internal changes in cis-regulatory sequence will produce quantitative effects only, so long as the qualitatively complete set of interactions is assured by the identity of the target sites. The arrangement, spacing, and number of these sites are relatively insignificant (Balhoff and Wray, 2005; Cameron and Davidson, 2009; Dermitzakis et al., 2003; Liberman and Stathopoulos, 2009; Ludwig et al., 2000; Walters et al., 2008) . In a convincing recent example, Hare et al. (2008) showed that >70% of specific Drosophila melanogaster eve stripe 2 sites are not conserved in some other Drosophilidae, even though these modules produce identical output patterns. They all, however, respond to the same qualitative inputs. Furthermore, four different eve cis-regulatory modules (three pair-rule stripe modules and a heart expression module) isolated from flies perhaps 100 million years removed from their last common ancestor with Drosophila were shown to function identically when introduced into D. melanogaster despite extremely different site order, number, and spacing. Another example is found in a comparison of orthologous otx cis-regulatory modules in distantly related ascidians, which again revealed extremely different module organization despite identical spatial regulatory function (Oda-Ishii et al., 2005) . These results indicate great freedom of cis-regulatory design, given only the constraint on input identity and of course the requirement that all the relevant sites lie within functional interaction range, in practice usually the several hundred base pairs of the module sequence.
There is, however, one notable exception, namely when there is a high conservation of arrangement of sites found very closely apposed, presumably because the proteins bound to them interact directly with each other or with third parties, for instance Dorsal and Twist sites in multiple Drosophila neurogenic ectoderm genes (Hong et al., 2008) , or Otx and Gatae sites in orthologous cis-regulatory modules of echinoderm otx genes (Hinman and Davidson, 2007) . Also, many vertebrate cis-regulatory modules are known in which the order of closely packed target sites is conserved, resulting in high levels of sequence identity across cis-regulatory modules that have been evolving separately for 350-450 million years (Elgar and Vavouri, 2008; Pennacchio et al., 2006; Rastegar et al., 2008; Siepel et al., 2005; Vavouri et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009 ). Because of this exception to the general rule of relaxed cis-regulatory design, in Table 1 site spacing is considered as a possible cause of input gain or loss. As Table 1 indicates, only those intramodular cisregulatory sequence changes that produce qualitative gain or loss of target sites can result in the co-option of the respective network node to a new temporal/spatial expression domain and thus in the alteration of functional GRN topology.
An important implication of Table 1 is that contextual (external) cis-regulatory changes of several kinds may be a major source of evolutionary GRN redesign. Co-optive redeployment of cisregulatory modules can be due to translocation by mobile elements; spatial repression functions can disappear by deletion of whole modules; cis-regulatory recruitment can be altered by functions that tether them to different promoters. In some branches of evolution, duplication of regulatory genes followed by subfunctionalization has been a major source of evolutionary novelty (Jimenez-Delgado et al., 2009; Ohno, 1970) . Although it is possible to estimate computationally the rate of single target site sequence appearance and disappearance, or for specific cases observe it, we have virtually no fix on the rates of processes that move cis-regulatory modules into new genomic contexts. Because cis-regulatory modules may be carried around by transposing mobile elements, and because the transposition of mobile elements is the most rapid type of large-scale genomic sequence change in animal genomes, this is likely to be a major mechanism of GRN evolution. In human, mouse, and Drosophila, estimates suggest insertion rates for certain types of mobile elements on the order of 10 À1 per genome generation (Garza et al., 1991; Ostertag and Kazazian, 2001) , and it is clear that there have been great bursts of mobile element insertion in the evolutionary history of many animal lineages including our own (e.g., Ohshima et al., 2003; Ostertag and Kazazian, 2001) . DNA transposons, long-terminal repeat (LTR)-containing retrotransposons, and non-LTR-containing retrotransposons, both autonomous and nonautonomous (the latter meaning that enzymatic machinery from another retrotransposon is required for mobility), are all capable of altering genomic sequence. Their various excision, copy, and integration mechanisms lie beyond the scope of this paper (for reviews, see Gogvadze and Buzdin, 2009; Kazazian, 2004) ; suffice it to say that the diverse types of rearrangements they cause may directly affect transcriptional processes, positively or negatively. The LTRs of retrotransposons have intrinsic cis-regulatory activity and, when transposed into the vicinity of a gene, may cause its transcription (Gogvadze and Buzdin, 2009) . In mammals, non-LTR retrotransposons (such as L1 in humans) have the ability to mobilize nonautonomous mobile elements (such as Alu repeats in humans), and these frequently carry with them adjacent sequence elements. Thus Alu repeats have apparently picked up cis-regulatory apparatus during their nonautonomous transpositions and moved them to the locations of new genes, and in addition their own sequence may mutate to produce cis-active transcription factor target sites, as shown in a number of specific examples (for review, Britten, 1997) . A very important aspect of this mode of cis-regulatory target site insertion has recently been emphasized with the observation that, on a genome-wide basis, many such sites are species (or genus or order) specific (e.g., Odom et al., 2007 ). An excellent case in point is a recent study of sites recognizing the neural repressor REST (Johnson et al., 2009) where it is clear from comparison among mammalian genomes that primate-specific sites have been inserted in recent evolutionary time all over the genome by Alu and L1 transposition, though most of the primate-specific sites are (as yet) probably functionless. In another case, a non-LTR retrotransposon has inserted an auto-and cross-regulatory site into a duplicate copy of the dmrt sex control gene in Medaka within the last 10 million years, which generates a functional species-specific control circuit determining developmental interplay between these two genes (Herpin et al., 2010) . In summary, as previously speculated (Britten and Davidson, 1971) , mobile elements could have provided a major mechanism of GRN evolution. They have the potential to produce exactly the kinds of genomic cis-regulatory change that a priori might be the most potent mechanisms for GRN change, that is, gain-of-function co-options of regulatory gene expression (Table 1) . Evolution by cis-Regulatory Gain of Function Evolutionary change in GRN structure may follow directly from qualitative gain of cis-regulatory linkages among regulatory and/or signaling genes. If the phenotypic functionality of this type of evolutionary process were to require the homozygosity of the underlying DNA alteration, as in classic microevolutionary theory, GRN evolution would be essentially inconceivable. But in fact phenotypic functionality of a co-optive change in regulatory gene expression will not depend on homozygosity. As initially pointed out by Ruvkun et al. (1991) and further discussed by Davidson and Erwin (2010) , gain-of-function cis-regulatory co-options that produce regulatory gene expression in new domains act dominantly, and this has fundamental consequences for evolutionary process. Thousands of routine lab experiments in which regulatory systems are systematically redesigned to produce ectopic expression show that for most regulatory genes, particularly in early development, a single copy of the gain-of-function allele produces the regulatory effect.
The potency of a cis-regulatory gain-of-function co-option for altering GRN structure is easily imagined, as in the cartoon of Figure 1 . Here we see how the co-option could have occurred by addition of sites to a pre-existing cis-regulatory module, or by insertion of a new cis-regulatory module, and then how this co-option could alter function downstream of the GRN. In the examples of Figure 1 , the regulatory gene newly incorporated in the GRN might control the deployment of a signal system, or of a differentiation gene battery, but of course it could have many different effects.
There is an intrinsically high possibility of evolutionary reorganization of GRN structure by cis-regulatory gain-of-function co-options, given the general rapidity of cis-regulatory evolution and the haplodominance of gain-of-function changes in regulatory gene expression. Any organism in which such a change had occurred in either the maternal or paternal germline would, if viable, become a clonal founder (Davidson and Erwin, 2010) . A cis-regulatory gain-of-function event of any of the kinds listed in Table 1 could have an immediate operational effect on a GRN, if a newly incident addition to a regulatory state caused additional GRN subcircuits to be deployed (as in Figure 1B ). Or it could perhaps result in a regulatory gene expression that is for the moment functionless, though harmless, but which could later become functional when additional co-optive events add to the regulatory state other factors with which the first can cooperate combinatorially, or when additional cis-regulatory changes provide new functional targets. An almost revolutionary revision emerges from the realization that GRN function can change in creative ways by mechanisms that are likely rather than unlikely to occur; that will be dominant and haplosufficient when they do occur; and that may be driven by a plethora of diverse processes at the cis-regulatory DNA level, some of which continuously or stochastically alter genomes with relatively high frequency. Periods of rapid evolutionary change may be thought of in these terms, but this also raises the obverse question: we now need an explanation for the paleontological demonstration of very long periods of evolutionary stasis in the basic body plans of many animal lineages.
The Hierarchical Organization of Developmental GRNs
Knowing that the basic events causing GRN evolution are cisregulatory alterations, particularly those resulting in qualitative additions to or subtractions from the developmental regulatory state, we can sharpen the question we are asking: how do the structural properties of GRNs affect the developmental consequences of such cis-regulatory alterations?
The Consequences of Hierarchical GRN Structure As discussed above, the GRNs controlling embryonic development of the body plan are intrinsically hierarchical, essentially because of the number of successive spatial regulatory states that must be installed in the course of pattern formation, celltype specification, and differentiation. This property of GRNs fundamentally affects the way we need to consider the question just put. The consequences of any given cis-regulatory mutation will depend entirely on where in the GRN hierarchy the affected cis-regulatory node lies. As Figure 2 shows, changes that occur in the cis-regulatory control apparatus of a given differentiation gene could cause redeployment of that gene; changes in the cis-regulatory system determining expression of a controller of the battery could cause redeployment of the whole battery; changes upstream of that could affect redeployment of whole regulatory states, or of many other features. The circuitry drawn in Figure 2 is of course arbitrary but its import is general. So in order to understand predictively the effect of a given cis-regulatory change, the GRN architecture and the position of the mutation therein must be known. This may seem a demanding requirement, but from the point of view of understanding evolution mechanistically, it places a powerful lever in our hands. First, it should enable a rational interpretation of evolutionary differences in development between related animals in terms of GRN structure (we consider examples below); second, in principle it could enable predicted effects to be tested experimentally by inserting the cis-regulatory change into a related form expressing the pleisiomorphic GRN, termed ''synthetic exzperimental evolution'' . Another direct evolutionary consequence of GRN hierarchy has also been discussed Erwin, 2006, 2009) , and this is the phenomenon of canalization. In developmental terms the establishment of a spatial regulatory state constrains subsequent processes: like a decrease in entropy, the number of possible regulatory states downstream is now decreased. If the regulatory state defines a progenitor field for a given organ, then all the subsequent stages in the development of that organ must take place within that domain. As in development so in evolution, and thus a co-optive mutation leading to qualitative evolutionary reorganization at cis-regulatory nodes of an upper-level GRN subcircuit is much more likely to entail numerous deleterious problems downstream than if the change were to occur further down in the hierarchy. Therefore upper levels of GRN hierarchy are much less likely to change once a hierarchical GRN has evolved than are more peripheral levels, and this is the empirical mark of the classical canalization phenomenon.
Currently, no GRN is analyzed to a degree that we know its linkages and functions from its upstream to downstream The diagram shows cis-regulatory mutations that could result in co-optive change in the domain of expression of a regulatory gene and consequences at the level of gene regulatory networks (GRNs). (A) Co-option event: The gene regulatory networks operating in spatial Domains 1 and 2 produce different regulatory states (colored balls, representing diverse transcription factors). A cis-regulatory module of Gene A, a regulatory gene, has target sites for factors present in the Domain 1 regulatory state and so Gene A and its downstream targets are expressed in Domain 1, but not in Domain 2 where only one of the three sites can be occupied. Two alternative types of cis-regulatory mutations are portrayed: appearance of new sites within the module by internal nucleotide sequence change; and transposition into the DNA near the gene of a module from elsewhere in the genome bearing new sites. Although these gainof-function changes do not affect the occupancy of the cis-regulatory sites of Gene A in Domain 1, the new sites allow Gene A to respond to the regulatory state of Domain 2, resulting in a cooptive change in expression so that Gene A is now active in Domain 2 (modified from Davidson and Erwin, 2010) . (B) Gain-of-function changes in Domain 2 GRN architecture caused by co-option of Gene A: Gene A might control expression of an inductive signaling ligand, which could alter the fate/function of adjacent cells now receiving the signal from Domain 2 (left); Gene A might control expression of Gene B, another regulatory gene, and together with it cause expression of a differentiation (D) gene battery, which in consequence of the co-option is now expressed in Domain 2 (right).
peripheries, that is, from the beginning of the developmental process to the terminal differentiated state. We do know, however, that the GRN output is observable as individual gene expression patterns and, ultimately, as the developmental process. We can use these outputs to infer a framework within which to position individual regulatory subcircuits or evolutionary changes within the hierarchical GRN. To facilitate the discussion on GRN evolution we now define GRN parts according to the developmental functions they control and then go on to consider abstractly the impact of evolutionary changes occurring in each of these parts.
As shown in Figure 3 , we can distinguish four causally connected developmental functions that are encoded by sections of the GRN represented by Boxes I-IV. The most upstream part of the GRN indicated in Box I controls postgastrular pattern formation. It is animated by pregastrular spatial and signaling inputs (maternal anisotropies, maternal factors, early interblastomere signals, all used as directional cues, and then by the outputs of the initial zygotic GRNs). The functions of the GRNs set up in this phase of development, including their signaling interactions, are to establish broad domains that section the organism with respect to the major body axes. The immediate output of the GRNs of Box I is to set upregulatory state domains within spatially defined areas of the organism. These domains, such as the neuraxis or mesodermal layers, constrain the position of future body parts and also now provide initial regulatory inputs that will be utilized in subsequent derivatives of their territories. The fate patterns they produce are often broadly conserved within clades (the early postembryonic ''phylotype'').
In Box II, progenitor fields for specific body parts (for example, the heart progenitor field or the limb bud) are defined within these early domains. These are sets of cells each expressing the specific GRNs indicated at the level of Box II. The progenitor field then must be subdivided into regions that give rise to the future constituent pieces of the body part, each of which is foreshadowed by a new GRN (for example, the aorta or ventricle of the heart or the autopod of the limb). Within Box III thus lie the GRNs that control both the identity and the spatial boundaries of these subparts. This patterning GRN thus implements a coordinate system within the progenitor domain that is crucial for morphology and function of the body part. Both patterning GRNs (e.g., Box I and Box III) are oriented along the same axes, and the downstream body-part-specific patterning GRN therefore depends at least indirectly on the upper-level postgastrular patterning GRNs. Depending on the complexity of the body part, multiple rounds of spatial regulatory state subdivision and installation of further regional GRNs may be required. Thus, the progression from Box II-and Box III-type GRNs may be reiterated (backward arrow in Figure 3 ). Only following these patterning processes, the terminal cell-fate specification GRNs (Box IV) become activated in spatially restricted domains within the body part progenitor field. At the lower periphery of developmental GRNs are the differentiation gene batteries, that is, the protein-coding effector genes plus their immediate transcriptional regulatory drivers.
What kinds of subcircuit topologies are found at these different levels of GRN hierarchy? So far, a number of GRNs have been elaborated that indicate the recurrent use of subcircuits in given developmental contexts (Peter and Davidson, 2009 ). One such subcircuit, the positive feedback subcircuit, links two or more regulatory genes by multiple activating regulatory interactions and acts to stabilize regulatory states. This is necessary in body-part-specific GRNs (Box II) or cell-fate GRNs (Box IV), given that pattern formation processes usually occur only in a limited temporal window. Recurrent activating linkages keep the genes expressed even when the initial activating regulatory input fades. A positive intercellular feedback subcircuit can result in a ''community effect'' (Bolouri and Davidson, 2010) , the stabilizing activation of similar regulatory states within a field of cells. Here a gene encoding an intercellular signaling ligand is expressed under the control of the same signal transduction system it activates. The pattern-forming GRNs of Box I and Box III in Figure 3 , in contrast, operate largely by means of transient signal inputs as well as repressive exclusion functions that control spatial subdivision. Patterning processes are not concerned with stabilization or homogenization of regulatory states, and they contain few positive feedback loops. The biological function of individual subcircuit topologies predicts the probability of its occurrence at specific positions within the GRN hierarchy.
If one had to predict the GRN parts most likely modified in the evolution of body plans, a place to begin would be to define where in the developmental process and therefore in the GRN hierarchy differences occur. Morphological differences between species of different phyla affect the basic body plan, the overall organization of the organism. During development, the body plan is established mainly by the upstream embryonic patterning mechanisms and the individual body-part specification programs that they activate in given positions. Phylum-level morphological differences are therefore expected to occur in the GRNs underlying Boxes I and II. Among classes within the same phylum, the position with respect to the body axes or the internal structures of individual body parts may differ. Differences in the positions of body parts relative to each other could occur even when embryonic patterning GRNs and body-part specification GRNs are conserved, simply by rewiring the connections between these functions (such as the linkages connecting Box I and Box II; see also the discussion of hox gene functions below). This could result in alterations in the positions of given body parts. Morphological differences within body parts are more likely to be caused by differences in the spatial assignment of cell-fate domains determined by the body-part patterning GRNs of Box III. Based on these arguments one would expect that mutations in regulatory linkages within the patterning functions are more likely to be the cause of morphological changes, whereas specification GRNs active within given cell types or body-part progenitor fields are more likely to be conserved.
Given the predicted prevalence of specific network topologies for given biological functions, there might be a direct correlation between regional network topology and rate of evolutionary change. Regulatory linkages used for patterning embryos or body parts frequently rely on inductive signals that connect GRNs underlying specification in different domains and ensure orchestrated progression of development. In organisms of different spatial geometry, inductive signaling relationships will differ, and thus, inductive signaling interactions are likely to show a higher rate of evolutionary change. Indeed they do, as discussed elsewhere (Davidson and Erwin, 2006; Erwin and Davidson, 2009 ). The high level of conservation of positive feedback subcircuits has been previously proposed in the Kernel theory of Davidson and Erwin (2006) . These Kernels consist of a few regulatory genes linked by recursive positive regulatory interactions, and they are usually used upstream in GRNs that control the specification of progenitor fields for particular body parts, and they are conserved at large evolutionary distances.
In summary, evolution of GRNs to produce new developmental outcomes must involve new subcircuit deployments. This places a premium on co-optive change at the switches, signals, and inter-subcircuit inputs that encode subcircuit deployment. Evolution of new developmental GRN features must thus proceed to some extent as a process in which diverse subcircuits are combined, recombined, activated, and inactivated in given spatial domains of the embryo.
Evolution by Regulatory Changes in Single Genes
Though the jobs of development require the outputs of multigene subcircuits of given topologies, we see from the above that there are points of ''flexibility'' in developmental GRNs, where cooptive gain-of-function, or loss-of-function, regulatory changes may have large effects. By focusing on naturally occurring variations between closely related animals where visible evolutionary change has occurred recently, the most evolutionarily flexible aspects of the regulatory system are revealed. In the examples that follow, in which single genes are responsible for the changes observed, it has furthermore been possible to obtain experimental evidence for the evolutionary mechanism underlying the phenotypic variation in form. Genomic Basis of Rapid Evolutionary Trait Loss A canonical example, recently elaborated at the sequence level, and causally confirmed by experiment, is reduction of pelvic spines in stickleback fish. Following the end of the last Ice Age, marine stickleback fish were marooned in multiple lakes formed as the glaciers melted, and during the last 10,000-20,000 years independent populations of two different genera of these fish have repeatedly lost external pelvic spines. The exact selective advantages of pelvic reduction and spine loss are not defined, but as it has happened many times independently, there clearly are some (Shapiro et al., 2006 and references therein) . Genetic complementation tests show that diverse isolates bear the same or overlapping genetic lesions, and this is so even in crosses of species from different genera displaying the same spine reduction phenotype. The underlying genomic event turns out to be deletion of a cis-regulatory module that controls expression of the pitx1 regulatory gene in the pelvic buds during larval development (Chan et al., 2010) . Most significantly, when this cis-regulatory module was cloned upstream of a sequence encoding the Pitx1 protein and introduced into reduced spine fish, it rescued the spineless phenotype. The cis-regulatory module lies in an unstable, repetitive sequencefilled genomic region, possibly accounting for its repeated deletion (Chan et al., 2010) . The pitx1 gene is clearly involved in pattern formation functions upstream of pelvic girdle specification, and in spineless fish there is no pitx1 expression in the pelvic buds even though the coding region of the gene is intact (Cole et al., 2003; Shapiro et al., 2006) . In amniotes pitx1 operates in the patterning system that organizes the subparts of the appendages developing from the hindlimb buds, and forced expression in forelimb buds transforms them into hindlimbs (Logan and Tabin, 1999; Szeto et al., 1999) . Thus this gene operates upstream in a portion of the GRN, the function of which is to generate the spatial regulatory states that presage the parts of the amniote hindlimb, and also of the pelvis, which is rudimentary in mice deficient in pitx1 (Szeto et al., 1999) . Though pitx1 could execute more downstream roles in pelvic skeletal formation as well, its expression prior to the terminal phases of pelvic skeletogenesis indicates that it also functions in a Box III body-part-specific patterning GRN in stickleback fish.
However, rapidly evolving, reduced, or regressive phenotypes can be due to gain-of-function as well as loss-of-function mutations. The Mexican cave fish Astyanax exists both in riverine surface waters and in various cave populations that became isolated about 10,000 years ago, and the regressively evolved traits of the cave populations have been studied for over a half century. A recurrent change in cave Astyanax is degeneration of eyes during larval development. During embryogenesis of cavefish, the eyes initially develop similarly to those of surface conspecifics, including expression of many regulatory genes (Jeffery, 2005 (Jeffery, , 2009 . But then many things go wrong in eye development including apoptotic degeneration of lens and retina. A cause is ectopic spatial expression of sonic hedgehog (shh) from the normal medial interocular region across the top of the ocular fields in cave fish. As shown experimentally by introduction of shh mRNA in surface Astyanax, excess Shh causes expression of transcription repressors (vax1 and pax2a), which interfere with pax6 expression and thus the downstream pax6 ocular patterning subcircuit (Jeffery, 2009; Yamamoto et al., 2004; Baumer et al., 2002) . Also, excess Shh indirectly promotes apoptosis in lens and retina. Though yet undefined at the sequence level, in cave Astyanax, regulatory changes have evidently caused a spatial gain of function in shh transcription resulting in regression of the eyes.
The simplest cases of evolutionary trait loss are deleterious mutations in far downstream differentiation genes. Pigmentation is among the regressive traits in cave Astyanax. Two pigmentation phenotypes have been shown to be due to mutations in the protein-coding sequences of receptors directly involved in pigmentation, oca2 (Protas et al., 2006) and mc1r (Gross et al., 2009 ). However, in stickleback fishes where there is also loss of pigmentation in lacustrine forms, cis-regulatory changes rather than coding region mutations are responsible (Miller et al., 2007) . Here the gene responsible encodes kit ligand (Steele factor) and this gene has pleiotropic effects, so that total loss of function would be severely deleterious. Loss of function in a single cis-regulatory module, on the other hand, has specific effects that under certain conditions are adaptive. Because this is a general feature of cis-regulatory versus coding sequence mutations, it predicts that evolutionary changes in any pleiotropically active gene, as are most regulatory genes, will generally target specific cis-regulatory modules (as discussed, for example, by Chan et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2007; Prud'homme et al., 2006) . Inverting this argument, we see a powerful evolutionary explanation for the modularity generally typical of the cis-regulatory systems controlling expression of regulatory and signaling genes in animal genomes (Davidson, 2001 (Davidson, , 2006 . GRN evolution by regulatory gain and loss of function of expression of these genes would be utterly impossible were these control systems not in general modular, given that almost all such genes function in multiple time-space compartments, and in multiple GRNs during development. Physical and functional modularity in the control systems of regulatory genes is thus among the fundamental characteristics of animal genomes that permit and, indeed, that produce evolution of development by GRN reorganization. Morphological Variation due to Single-Gene Regulatory Changes Whereas the foregoing concerns rapidly occurring evolutionary changes in single-gene functions that are of adaptive significance, we now face a conundrum. How do we extrapolate from recent evolutionary events to the much more ancient processes by which order-and class-level differences in body plan arose, let alone phylum-level differences?
Recent studies focusing on the adaptive evolution of external traits in and among Drosophila species have revealed processes of cis-regulatory sequence microevolution. Such processes account for variation in pigmentation patterns due to regulatory changes affecting expression of the yellow differentiation gene (Gompel et al., 2005; Rokas and Carroll, 2006) and the ebony differentiation gene (Rebeiz et al., 2009) . Similarly, cis-regulatory evolution in the shavenbaby (ovo) regulatory gene, which controls the differentiation and morphogenesis of trichomes (short hair-like surface appendages), determines where this gene is expressed, and thereby the minute pattern differences in trichome distribution distinguishing Drosophila species (McGregor et al., 2007) . These studies afford multiple real examples of cis-regulatory site addition, and quantitative as well as qualitative cis-regulatory gain and loss of function due to internal DNA sequence change (see Table 1 ). They provide general and specific indication of the flexibility and changeability of cis-regulatory modules in local evolution, at the level of function and deployment of differentiation gene batteries, the lowest level in the hierarchy of Figure 3 .
Mechanistic studies of intra-and interspecific evolutionary variation illuminate the next level up as well, that is, evolutionary changes (other than simple loss of function) in the Box III-type pattern formation GRNs that determine the morphological characteristics of given body parts. The results have thus far often resolved into demonstration of alterations in the deployment of signal systems in the development of these parts; that is, the underlying evolutionary change is in the cis-regulatory apparatus controlling time and place of inductive signaling, just as predicted earlier. The causal developmental mechanism underlying the adaptively diverse beak morphologies of Darwin's classic series of Galapagos finch species was solved in these terms by Abzhanov et al. (2006 Abzhanov et al. ( , 2004 . Species with heavy beaks displayed earlier and higher expression of bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4) in pre-beak neural crest mesenchyme, and species with elongated, pointed beaks expressed Ca 2+ /calmodulin at higher levels, indicating that beak length depends on extent of Ca 2+ signaling. Remarkably, experimental overexpression of BMP4 by retroviral gene transfer into developing frontonasal tissues of chicken embryos produces robust beaks, and experimental overexpression of the downstream mediator of Ca 2+ signaling, CaMKII, produced elongated beaks, confirming the causality. To take another example, a recent study shows that short legs in dog breeds such as dachshunds and basset hounds is due to a retrogene encoding fibroblast growth factor 4 (FGF4), inserted and evidently controlled by cis-regulatory elements carried in non-LTR transposons (Parker et al., 2009 ). Changes in upstream patterning apparatus can account for differences in body plan at inter-ordinal to inter-class levels, and such changes are not found in comparing organisms that diverged only a few million or a few thousand years ago or less. For example, one of the characters distinguishing bats and rodents, which are of different mammalian orders and in fact belong to different super-orders, is the much longer relative length of the forearm skeleton in bats. A candidate regulatory gene known to affect limb skeletal elongation is prx1 (mhox), and in bats this gene is upregulated after the early limb bud stage compared to mice (Cretekos et al., 2008) . The (indirect) causality of this change was then demonstrated by inserting the bat prx1 limb enhancer into the mouse gene, with the result that the forelimbs of the recipient mouse now develop with relatively longer dimensions. In an essentially similar case, the tbx5 gene, deeply embedded in the vertebrate heart formation GRN (for review, Davidson, 2006) , turns out to be regulated differently during heart formation in reptiles than in birds and mammals, a class-level difference. Expression of this gene is confined to the left ventricle in the developing amniote heart but is expressed across the common ventricle in the three-chambered reptile heart (Koshiba-Takeuchi et al., 2009). When uniform tbx5 expression is forced in the mouse heart, or left ventricle tbx5 expression is prevented, that is, if a reptilian tbx5 spatial regulatory expression is imposed, the mouse develops a three-chambered heart lacking an interventricular septum. Understanding of developmental GRN structure tells us that these examples differ from the foregoing in that they imply the existence of Box III GRN subcircuits in which the targeted genes participate. In contrast, in the peripheral gene examples above, the phenotype is wholly encompassed by changes in a single cis-regulatory system. Hox Gene Functions in Upper-Level GRN Patterning Systems Genes of the trans-bilaterian hox complexes have been the subject of a vast amount of phenomenological research, which has revealed the many and various effects on developmental morphology of hox gene knockouts or ectopic hox gene expression. The variety of effects precludes any simple interpretation of the functions of these genes in terms of developmental GRN structure, for the simple reason that they work at diverse levels. Studies of direct hox gene targets reveal both other regulatory genes and far downstream genes encoding proteins active in apoptosis, cell-cycle control, cell adhesion, cell polarity, noncanonical signaling, and cytoskeletal functions (Cobb and Duboule, 2005; Hueber and Lohmann, 2008; Pearson et al., 2005) . However, Hox genes are most famous for their developmental effects on the placement and the internal organization of body parts. The most important evolutionary and developmental attributes of hox gene complex function can be reduced to two statements: first, in organisms in which coherent hox complexes exist they are expressed in a vectorial or sequential fashion with respect to the coordinates of the body plan or the body part; and second, they can act as switches that allow (or activate) GRN patterning subcircuits in given locations of the body plan or body part, or alternately they prohibit (or repress) these subcircuits in given locations.
The genomic organization of hox gene clusters indicates that distinct mechanisms account for the locations in the body plan where individual hox genes are expressed in development. In Drosophila a plethora of cis-regulatory modules control each aspect of expression of each gene. Particularly well-known at the cis-regulatory level is the bithorax region (Ho et al., 2009; Maeda and Karch, 2009; Simon et al., 1990) . Each specific hox gene enhancer responds to local upstream regulatory states that are the product of earlier developmental GRNs, just as in The diagram shows a symbolic representation of hierarchy in developmental gene regulatory networks. The developmental process begins with the onset of embryogenesis at top. The outputs of the initial (i.e., pregastrular) embryonic gene regulatory networks (GRNs) are used after gastrulation to set up the GRNs, which establish regulatory states throughout the embryo, organized spatially with respect to the embryonic axes (axial organization and spatial subdivision are symbolized by orthogonal arrows and colored patterns). These spatial domains divide the embryonic space into broad domains occupied by pluripotent cell populations already specified as mesoderm, endoderm, future brain, future axial neuroectoderm, non-neural ectoderm, etc. The GRNs establishing this initial mosaic of postgastrular regulatory states, including the signaling interactions that help to establish domain boundaries, are symbolized as Box I. Within Box I domains the progenitor fields for the future adult body parts are later demarcated by signals plus local regulatory spatial information formulated in Box I, and given regulatory states are established in each such field by the earliest body-part-specific GRNs. Many such progenitor fields are thus set up during postgastrular embryogenesis, and a GRN defining one of these is here symbolized as Box II. Each progenitor field is then divided up into the subparts that will together constitute the body part, where the subdivisions are initially defined by installation of unique GRNs producing unique regulatory states. These ''sub-body part'' GRNs are symbolized by the oriented patterns of Box III. Because some body parts are ultimately of great complexity, the process of patterned subdivision and installation of successively more confined GRNs may be iterated, like a ''do-loop,'' symbolized here by the upwards arrow from Box III to Box II, labeled n R 1. Toward the termination of the developmental process in each region of the late embryo, the GRNs specifying the several individual cell types and deployed in each subpart of each body part, are symbolized here as Box IV. Postembryonic generation of specific cell types (from stem cells) is a Box IV process as well. At the bottom of the diagram are indicated several differentiation gene batteries (''DGB1, 2, 3''), the final outputs of each cell type. Morphogenetic functions are also programmed in each cell type (not shown). For discussion and background, see text and Davidson, 2001 Davidson, , 2006 any other developmental process. Similarly, many very wellcharacterized cis-regulatory modules that control very specific spatial and temporal aspects of anterior hox gene expression are known in mammals, and often conserved to fish (Tumpel et al., 2009 ). The prevalence of local cis-regulatory hox gene control modules explains how these genes can function in animals that lack large hox gene clusters. It is interesting that hox genes are not required for embryonic development of organisms that utilize fixed cell lineages for specification (Davidson, 1990) , for instance in C. elegans, which lacks both a coherent hox complex and many hox genes (Aboobaker and Blaxter, 2010) ; in sea urchins (Martinez et al., 1999) ; or in Ciona, which also lacks a coherent hox complex (Ikuta et al., 2010) . However, in addition to control by local enhancers, another entirely different mechanism that speaks directly to both the evolutionary maintenance of the hox gene cluster(s) and the vectorial expression of hox genes relative to one another has come to light in mammals and other tetrapods.
Over the last decade, transcriptional control of the mouse hoxd complex has been extensively examined by deletions, rearrangements, and insertions of reporter transgenes, including ectopically positioned hox genes at various locations in the complex (Herault et al., 1998 (Herault et al., , 1999 Kmita et al., 2000; Spitz et al., 2003; Tarchini and Duboule, 2006) . To summarize very briefly, early expression in the tetrapod limb bud is controlled not only by local enhancers but also by distant regulatory regions located outside the hox gene clusters. One of these operates from the 3 0 (anterior) end of the cluster and causes the progressive expression of first anterior and then middle hox genes in the limb bud region that will give rise to the forearm. Meanwhile the posterior hox genes are repressed by a counteracting locus control region operating from beyond the 5 0 end of the complex in the anterior cells of the early limb bud, allowing expression of these genes only in the posterior limb bud cells. A second phase of hoxd expression is controlled by other complex distant enhancers located 200 kb away from the 5 0 end of the cluster, which are required to pattern the autopod region of the tetrapod limb where the digits form (Tarchini and Duboule, 2006) . This ''global control region'' (GCR) is responsible for a graded expression of the five posterior hox genes across the anterior/posterior (A/P) dimension of the autopod. The GCR probably had an ancient role in controlling colinear expression in the central nervous system, a basal axial organization function that in terms of our Figure 3 would reside somewhere in Box I; part of the active GCR elements are conserved from fish to mammals. However some limb-specific elements of the GCR likely evolved in tetrapods, particularly the autopod control device and its patterning GRN, which would make the autopod a novel evolutionary invention with respect to the fish antecedents (Gonzalez et al., 2007; Woltering and Duboule, 2010) . More generally, it is an interesting speculation that distant hox complex control regions were superimposed during chordate evolution (they are absent from Drosophila), and control by local hox gene enhancers was the primal regulatory mode (Spitz et al., 2001) . However, because the regulatory landscape to which the local enhancers must respond can be very different in different organisms, they themselves must have evolved in clade-specific ways.
Given these systems, deeply conserved and otherwise, by which hox gene expression is regionally controlled, we come to their mode of interaction with the GRNs that control development of specific body parts. Sometimes individual hox genes act by participating, like any other regulatory genes in patterning GRNs, for example in early hindbrain specification, a Box I function. Together with other important regulatory genes such as krox and Kreisler, the anterior group hoxa and hoxb genes establish recursively wired, extremely conserved, rhombomerespecific GRNs (Tumpel et al., 2007 (Tumpel et al., , 2009 . But more often they operate in another, evolutionarily flexible way, such that change in their functions has been directly correlated, in many comparative observations, with evolutionary change in both the positioning and organization of body parts.
Not all body parts require the vectorial patterning function of the hox gene complex, for example they are not expressed in the midbrain or forebrain of vertebrates and they have nothing to do with the specification of the extremely complex regional regulatory states installed during midbrain or forebrain development. Where vectorial inputs are required, hox genes intervene in local, mid-development, patterning functions (Box III). Here we can rely on a number of specific examples. These are of immediate evolutionary significance in that the developmental outcomes that they control vary sharply among related clades. For example, the tetrapod limb bud is a ''new'' evolutionary invention, dating to the emergence of vertebrate forms onto land. Development of the limb depends directly on deployment of hox gene expression at several levels of the underlying GRN. The early expression of 5 0 hox genes at the posterior margin of the bud causes expression of the shh gene in these cells, ultimately setting up anterior and posterior regulatory states in the limb bud (Zakany et al., 2004) . Posterior 5 0 hox gene expression can be thought of as a switch activating the responsible circuitry. Later, during the autopod expression phase, the GCR responds in turn to graded levels of Shh contributing to the nested pattern of hox gene expression in the autopod, and the GCR can be thought of as a node in the patterning network.
Another example concerns the axial skeleton in vertebrates, which vary greatly in the distribution of vertebral morphologies, again a developmental function of hox gene expression patterns. It is now possible to state just which sets of vertebrae require hox5PG (paralog group), hox6PG, hox9PG, hox10PG, and hox11PG (for review, Wellik, 2009) . These relationships can all be interpreted in one simple way. For each type of vertebra (cervical, rib-bearing thoracic, lumbar, etc.), there is a specific patterning GRN operating at the Box III level, and the products of (often) two adjacent PGs allow it to be activated in the right place along the axis or may cause it to be activated ectopically when these hox genes are activated ectopically. That is to say, these hox genes act as regionally active switches that we can imagine sitting on the outside of the Boxes containing the morphogenetic patterning GRNs. Switch behavior is particularly easy to perceive when the switch acts negatively: thus the PG10 hox genes prevent rib formation, normally used to preclude ribs on the lumbar vertebrae; if expressed ectopically no ribs form, and in complete loss of function ribs form almost everywhere (Carapuco et al., 2005; Vinagre et al., 2010; Wellik and Capecchi, 2003) . On the other hand, hox6PG genes promote rib formation. The autonomy of these hox-driven switches, as shown by the complete ectopic production of one or another vertebral type in gain-of-function experiments, implies a useful evolutionary mechanism for variation in axial skeletal proportions. Indeed, comparative observations show that different vertebrate classes have hox spatial expression domains that correlate with the axial morphology (examples reviewed in Davidson, 2006) . However, the most severe axial changes in tetrapod evolution, those responsible for the body plans of snakes and reptiles, have involved more than merely upstream regulatory changes affecting hox gene expression domains (Di-Poi et al., 2010; Woltering et al., 2009 ): in addition, the sequences of some of the genes themselves have changed, regulatory linkages between gene expression and effects such as the hox10 inhibition of rib formation have been broken, and numerous transposon insertions have altered the genomic structure of the posterior hox cluster possibly affecting their spatial regulation.
The mechanism by which the Drosophila ubx gene represses wing formation in the third thoracic (T3) segment provides the most explicit possible illustration of what it means for a hox gene to intervene negatively and switch off a local patterning GRN. In the absence of Ubx function in T3, what should be the haltere imaginal disc produces a wing, hence Ed Lewis' famous 4-winged fly (Bender et al., 1983) . Thus Ubx function is repressive with respect to the wing patterning GRN in the late T3 imaginal disc. The way this works is repression by Ubx and its cofactors of several genes of the wing GRN, as shown by analyses of Ubx À clones in the haltere disc and of Ubx + clones in the wing disc (Galant et al., 2002; Weatherbee et al., 1998) . These are direct cis-regulatory repressions. There are many arthropod examples not yet examined at the GRN level where the mechanisms of hox gene function must be similar. In arthropods the anterior boundaries of expression of the Ubx/Abd-A genes vary from class to class and sometimes among orders of the same class, e.g., among crustaceans, and this boundary is correlated with the type of appendage present on the segment; from these correlations, Ubx evidently represses execution of the patterning GRN underlying development of feeding appendages (maxillipeds) and permits development of locomotory thoracic appendages (Averof and Patel, 1997) . This inference has been demonstrated, by experimentally decreasing or increasing Ubx expression in a shrimp that normally produces one pair of maxillipeds, with the result of producing additional pairs of these appendages or instead only thoracic legs, respectively Pavlopoulos et al., 2009) . Drosophila affords many further examples of hox gene switches that permit or preclude regional morphogenetic GRN function in body part formation, among the most convincing of which is in heart development (Lo et al., 2002) . Further examples of regional hox gene control of specific body part identity by cis-regulatory intervention are in somatic muscle pair specification. Each muscle develops from founder cells expressing specific transcription factors, i.e., a specific regulatory state (Baylies et al., 1998) . There are direct hox gene inputs into this process, for example, the alary muscles that connect the aorta of the heart and that require Ubx and AbdA for their development (Dubois et al., 2007; LaBeau et al., 2009) . Throughout the body plan, hox genes control clade-specific deployment of organs and structures. So in summary, the common statement that hox genes ''pattern'' this or that body part means that they provide negative or positive cis-regulatory inputs into genes that are engaged in the GRN circuits, which actually do the work of spatial patterning and body-part morphogenesis. Sometimes the hox gene inputs form part of the subcircuit itself as when there are feedback linkages between them and other regulatory genes, as in the later limb bud or rhombomere specification circuitry cited above. But in many more cases than those mentioned here the function of these regionally expressed genes is rather to provide a one-way switch that provides ''go'' or ''no go'' instruction to body-part-specific GRN patterning circuitry. In evolution the deployment of these switches, and the linkages between them and the body-part-specific subcircuits, are far more flexible than is the internal structure of these subcircuits. Some of these body-part-specific GRN structures are in evolutionary terms very ancient indeed.
Conservation and Change in Developmental GRNs
The self-described field of ''evo-devo'' has generated enormous masses of descriptive spatial gene expression data, a frequent object of which is to show evolutionary ''conservation'' of developmental gene use. Developmental gene use cannot truly be regarded as conserved unless the regulatory linkages surrounding the genes in the GRN are conserved. Thus gene expression data by themselves are a poor index of evolutionary conservation. Because negative results are uninformative, we learn little of what has changed by looking only at what has not. Unless all forms were ''sprung forth fully blown'' like Athena from the head of Zeus, the evolution of the diverse body plans of animals requires large-scale processes of change in ancestral developmental GRN architecture. Furthermore, what is it that is conserved: is it use of a given gene in a given developmental process? Is it use of a given gene in a given subcircuit in a given process? Here we consider evolutionary conservation and evolutionary change, not of specific individual gene use, but of specific GRN circuitry. Conservation The hierarchical Linnean classification system we use, including modern corrections based on molecular phylogenetics, essentially arranges animal body plans on the basis of their evolutionarily shared and derived characters (avoiding convergent associations). Shared body plan characters of given clades ultimately imply conserved developmental regulatory circuitry . But other apparently older characters are shared over huge phylogenetic distances across cladistic boundaries, being represented in multiple bilaterian phyla and in diverse body plans. These are particular body parts, such as hearts, and the major domains of brains, and particular cell types, such as muscle and neurons.
Because of their very widespread distribution, some differentiation gene batteries are probably among the oldest features of modern developmental GRNs (Davidson, 2006; Davidson and Erwin, 2009) . But just as a cell type is not the same thing as a body part, so a differentiation gene battery is not the same thing as a cell type. During evolution the identity of the effector genes can change radically, whereas the biological function of the cell type remains the same; and in addition, the cell type often has cell-biological or -morphological characteristics that are not encoded the same way as is activation of sets of effector genes. So we have to consider what GRN structures actually lie at the root of trans-phyletic cell-type conservation. A few examples may clarify this issue.
We know many cell types that are present in many types of animals, the specific properties of which depend on conserved differentiation gene batteries including both conserved downstream regulatory states and effector genes. For example, everyone is familiar with pan-eumetazoan (cnidarian plus bilaterian) conservation of striated and smooth muscle. Here the distinctive cellular morphology, the function, and, underlying these, the regulatory state consisting of myogenic bHLH factors and MEF2, plus downstream effector genes exemplified by the myosin heavy chain contractile protein, are all conserved (Seipel and Schmid, 2005) .
The same is true of neuronal cell types (e.g., Hayakawa et al., 2004) . There are many additional examples in which both regulatory state and effector genes are evidently conserved. A comparison between vertebrate and annelid light-sensitive nonocular neurosecretory cell types that produce vasotocin (vasopressin-neurophysin) as well as opsin provides a striking case (Tessmar-Raible et al., 2007) . This cell type is located in the forebrains of both a polychaete annelid and zebrafish, as are also very similar chemosensory neurosecretory cell types that produce RF-amide. The vasotocinergic cells of both vertebrate and annelid express similar (Box IV) regulatory states, generated by the nk2.1, rx, and otp genes, as well as a gene producing the miR-7 microRNA that is also, in both organisms, expressed in the RF-amidonergic cells. Vasotocinergic neurosecretory cells were probably pan-bilaterian cell types, though genes encoding vasotocin have been lost in (sequenced) ecdysozoan lineages. Ocular photoreceptor cells provide another example of a pan-bilaterian cell type in which the Box IV GRN controlling the various subtypes of receptors (rhabdomeric receptors in insects, and rods and cones in vertebrates) operate downstream of regulatory genes of the K50 homeodomain family (Mishra et al., 2010; Ranade et al., 2008) . These genes are otx2 and crx in mammals (Corbo et al., 2010; Hennig et al., 2008) and otd in Drosophila (where a paired class regulatory gene, pph3, which binds to the same sites as does Pax6, is also utilized in regulation of the same target genes). The transcription factors encoded by otd, or crx and otx2, directly activate the cis-regulatory control systems of the genes encoding the photoreceptor pigments in flies and mice. In addition, the targets of these regulatory genes, in both flies and mice, include phototransduction genes (rhodopsins, transducins, phosphodiesterase genes, arrestins) and cell morphogenesis genes (Ranade et al., 2008) . The mammalian Box IV crx/otx2 GRN includes a canonical set of six other regulatory genes, interactions among which in mammals determine the photoreceptor subtype (Hennig et al., 2008; Swaroop et al., 2010) . That is, in these cell types both downstream effector genes and their immediate regulatory apparatus are deployed in a manner that is widely conserved.
But there is another, profoundly interesting pattern of conservation displayed by pan-bilaterian cell types, in which the downstream effector genes are clade specific, whereas the definitive upstream regulatory states are conserved across clades. Immune cells provide the most evidence, for as knowledge of the diverse strategies for immune response, both adaptive and nonadaptive, extends beyond mammals, an amazing variety of effector genes is revealed but the same familiar sets of regulatory genes are found to control their expression. Lampreys, for example, have the equivalent of T cells and B cells but instead of somatically reassembled T-and B-immunoglobulin receptors, they express somatically reassembled variable leucine-rich repeat receptors (Guo et al., 2009; Herrin and Cooper, 2010) . Yet the T cell-like lamprey cell regulatory state includes factors encoded by familiar T cell genes, such as bc11b, gata2/3, c-and rel; and like T cells, their development depends on Notch signaling. In Drosophila, the pathogen-activated innate immune response, which deploys a number of antimicrobial effector molecules, depends, as does much of our very different innate immune response, on inducible regulatory factors of the NF-kB family (Hoffmann, 2003) . And sea urchins, which employ a surprising and unique repertoire of hundreds of receptors of several different classes in their dedicated immune cells (Hibino et al., 2006; Messier-Solek et al., 2010) , express in these cells a regulatory state very familiar to students of mammalian hematopoietic systems, such as the factors encoded by the scl, e2a, gata1/2/3, ikaros, and runx genes, and even a pu.1-like ets family gene.
Another system in which a conserved cell-type-specific regulatory state controls entirely different effector genes, which nonetheless execute the same function, is found in the cells that in development create the outer epidermal barrier against the external world, and which recreate this barrier in wound repair. In vertebrates the barrier is composed of a mixture of crosslinked keratins of diverse kinds, matrix proteins, lipids, special cornified membrane proteins, etc; in insects it is composed of crosslinked chitins, plus other proteins and lipids. The structures are entirely nonhomologous in molecular identity. In mammals wound repair requires expression (among other proteins) of a crosslinking transglutaminase, whereas in Drosophila it requires expression of dopa decarboxylase and tyrosine hydroxylase, which generates quinones that crosslink chitin and cuticle proteins (Pearson et al., 2009; Ting et al., 2005) . But in both flies and mice these functions are directly regulated by genes of the grainyhead family, which encodes transcription factors that utilize a unique DNA-binding domain (also found in fungi), plus other factors of the jun/fos family. The Box IV cell-type GRNs are conserved, but the effector genes are entirely diverse.
So we see that ancient cell-type-specific functions, which were utilized in the lineage ancestral to all bilaterians, are essentially defined by specific regulatory states, that is to say by genomically encoded GRN cassettes that produce cell-typespecific regulatory states. Sometimes the effector gene sets that these regulatory states animate are at least partially conserved, sometimes not. In evolutionary terms, the genomic repository of basic bilaterian (or eumetazoan) functions such as immunity, wound repair, contraction, and photoreception was built into these cell-type-specific regulatory cassettes, and they have ever since retained their identity.
Some body parts are also conserved across the cladistic boundaries. This implies that there is something in the genetic programs for development of these body parts that is also conserved. However, in cases where the final structures are diverse, and develop via very diverse pattern formation and morphogenetic mechanisms, it may be that only the Box II GRN circuits encoding the initial establishment of the progenitor field from which the body part will be built are conserved, plus the final deployment of conserved cell types. Comparative GRN analysis is beginning to reveal ''kernels'' (Davidson and Erwin, 2006) , in which regulatory genes wired together in certain conserved linkages execute upstream regulatory functions in development of given body parts. These circuits are characterized by extensive feedback wiring, and where tested, interference with expression of any of their genes results in developmental catastrophe. These features, and developmental canalization due to the upstream position of such kernels in the body-part GRN, explain their exceptional evolutionary conservation. Examples include what may be a pan-bilaterian (i.e., from flies to mice) kernel for heart specification (Davidson, 2006) and an (at least) pan-echinoderm kernel underlying mesoderm specification in both sea urchin and sea star development (McCauley et al., 2010) (these lineages have not shared a common ancestor since the end of the Cambrian). Similarly, a fundamental Box II subcircuit may underlie mesoderm specification in vertebrate embryogenesis (Swiers et al., 2010) . A recursively wired triple feedback circuit has been proposed as a kernel underlying the pluripotent state of endothelial/hematopoietic precursors that arise in vertebrate development (Pimanda et al., 2007) . There are also many less coherent observations, not yet at the level of an explicit GRN, in which detailed patterning similarities plus some gene interaction data strongly suggest the existence of GRN kernels that yet await elucidation. One convincing example is the brain, where a large amount of work has illuminated striking similarities in both A/P and mediolateral patterns of regulatory gene expression as well as homologous gene interactions between Drosophila and mouse (Davidson, 2006; Denes et al., 2007; Lowe et al., 2003; Seibert and Urbach, 2010; Tessmar-Raible et al., 2007) . Evolutionary Change in GRN Architecture Evolutionary rewiring of GRN architecture by means of cis-regulatory co-optive change of given linkages among regulatory genes is the most common upper-level evolutionary mechanism by which developmental process is altered. That is, the GRN of a common ancestor is the source structure for diverse alterations in that structure in the derived descendants. But of course, not all parts of the structure are equally accessible to change, for the reasons we have tried here to point out. Sometimes the contrast between the conserved and nonconserved parts of a given GRN is quite dramatic, as in a comparison between sea urchin and sea star endomesodermal GRNs that revealed an extremely conserved, five-gene subcircuit, surrounded by linkages not one of which had survived the half-billion years since divergence without change (Hinman and Davidson, 2007) . This was an inter-class comparison; for visualization of the process of evolutionary GRN rewiring the inter-ordinal comparison between developmental GRNs in Drosophila and Tribolium is illuminating.
Remarkable examples of architectural GRN rewiring have come to light in comparisons of the segmentation GRNs of various insects. Given that the short germ band mode of development appears to be pleisiomorphic for insects and their sister group the crustaceans, the linkages seen in the early A/P patterning GRN of Tribolium, for example, may be closer to the ancestral linkages than the derived linkages of Drosophila GRNs. This is supported by a vast literature on many other insects and crustaceans as well (see following citations for references to work on other species). Every major aspect of A/P patterning analyzed at the gene interaction level appears to include some different linkages in Drosophila compared to Tribolium. For example, it had been thought that the absence of the bicoid gene outside of higher Diptera was compensated in other groups by a similar function of the anteriorly expressed otd gene, which encodes a regulator with a Bcd-like homeodomain and target specificity. But recent work shows that in Tribolium otd functions very differently from bcd in Drosophila, in that it operates through different downstream linkages (Kotkamp et al., 2010) . Unlike bcd in Drosophila, it controls dorsal/ventral (D/V) patterning, by repressing sog expression; it affects zen expression; and it contributes no spatial A/P input to the patterning process. Similarly, it is clear that some of the GRN wiring downstream of the hunchback gene differs, for in Tribolium hb apparently does not directly control primary pairrule genes and does not repress but rather activates giant (Choe et al., 2006; Marques-Souza et al., 2008) . On the other hand, in both species hb sets the anterior boundary of Ubx expression and provides an activating input into the kruppel regulatory system (Marques-Souza et al., 2008) . The architecture of pair-rule GRNs in Drosophila and Tribolium, which are composed of largely the same genes, is very different (Choe and Brown, 2009; Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004) , but, amazingly, they generate the same downstream outcomes, the expression of wg and en across each parasegment border. Some linkages in the pair-rule GRNs are the same, but many are entirely rewired: for instance, eve directly represses wg in Tribolium whereas eve indirectly represses en in Drosophila (via slp; Choe and Brown, 2009) . Upstream of this, in Tribolium is a possibly pleisiomorphic kernel-like segmentation subcircuit, consisting of mutual interconnections among eve, runt, and odd, which runs sequentially to pattern the forming segments (Choe et al., 2006) . Another example of extensive rewiring among the same genes engaged in the same developmental process since divergence between Coleoptera and Diptera is in eye specification. A comparison between the relatively well-known eye specification GRN of Drosophila (for reviews, Friedrich, 2006; Kumar, 2009 ) with that governing larval and adult eye specification in Tribolium (Yang et al., 2009 ) displays remarkable differences. The genes at the top of the Drosophila hierarchy, e.g., toy and ey (pax6 orthologs), are not even needed for adult eye development in Tribolium, where another gene in the same network, dachshund, operates redundantly with pax6, rather than being located downstream of the pax6 genes in the network.
Subcircuit Co-option
Considering what we know of how developmental GRNs are constructed, it is not surprising that successful developmental programs are used repeatedly, plugged into various positions in the GRN hierarchy. One example of a subcircuit-level cooption event has been discovered in sea urchins, in which a class-specific evolutionary modification has caused the acquisition of an embryonic skeleton not present in other echinoderms. The shared feature of echinoderms is an endoskeleton in the adult organism. A comparison of regulatory gene expression in embryonic and adult skeletogenic precursor cells revealed a large overlap at least at the nodes of these GRNs, which very likely extends also to the linkages between them (Gao and Davidson, 2008; Oliveri et al., 2008) . Regulatory genes exclusive to the embryonic GRN are those determining the embryonic location in which the skeletogenic GRN is activated. Thus, by modifying probably only a small number of cis-regulatory sequences, the skeletogenic GRN subcircuit is redeployed such that it is activated both in the embryo and in the adult, most likely by use of the exact same genomic sequences.
A similar interpretation has been applied to the apparent conservation of proximodistal patterning mechanisms in entirely nonhomologous bilaterian appendages (Lemons et al., 2010) . Thus, Drosophila and vertebrate leg progenitor fields express the same set of regulatory genes in the same sequential order along the proximodistal axis, although as a result of different regulatory interactions. Interestingly, this very same sequence of regulatory gene expressions is observed also along the anteroposterior axis in the head neuroectoderm of Drosophila and Saccoglossus, a hemichordate lacking appendages. McGinnis et al. therefore propose that the similarity of patterning observed in these nonhomologous body parts might be the result of independent co-options of a subcircuit with conserved function (Lemons et al., 2010) . A relatively recent co-option of an entire body part has occurred in teleost fish, resulting in the formation of a secondary jaw in the same location where ancient pharyngeal teeth developed (Fraser et al., 2009) . Malawi cichlids, which possess both oral and pharyngeal jaws and teeth, show very similar expression of signaling molecules and transcription factors in tooth-forming cells in both locations, supporting the hypothesis that tooth development in oral and pharyngeal jaws is driven by the same tooth GRN. However, one substantial difference exists, which is the expression of a set of hox genes in the pharyngeal but not the oral jaw. In mouse pharyngeal arches, hox genes are expressed in all but the first pharyngeal arch, which gives rise to the oral jaw. Mutation of genes in the hoxa cluster results in formation of ectopic jaw-like skeletal structures, and hox genes are therefore thought to prevent the development of jaws in caudal pharyngeal arches (Minoux et al., 2009) . In other words, the jaw-forming patterning GRN would be expressed in more posterior pharyngeal arches were it not for the repressive hox gene switch. Therefore, if the same was true in the teleost ancestor, a prerequisite for the evolutionary co-option of the jaw GRN to a causal pharyngeal arch in cichlids would have been the uncoupling of this developmental program from the repressive hox input. These examples may display the co-optive redeployment of developmental GRNs and the switch-like function of hox genes in controlling spatial utilization of GRNs.
Conclusions
To make sense of the physical mechanisms that underlie the origin of animal body plans ), we must consider how change in DNA sequence can affect development of the body plan at the system level. For development of the body plan is a heritable regulatory system process, which we can represent and manipulate and comprehend only in terms of genomically encoded GRN architecture. The evidence that comes to us from evo-devo comparisons of gene expression patterns, from detailed studies of regulatory changes in single genes, from direct comparative GRN analysis, from evolutionary conservation and evolutionary innovation, and from the fossil record can only be integrated in a mechanistic way by resolving the meaning of this evidence in terms of its import for developmental GRN architecture. This is the path to demystification of body-plan evolution. This project cannot be approached, except in an indirect exemplary sense, by looking at change in single cisregulatory modules or single proteins, nor in ignorance of the regulatory gene interactions that constitute the architecture of developmental GRNs. The theory of evolution by change in GRN architecture also generates the path to experimental validation of evolutionary process by synthetic changes in developmental GRNs. This approach is already beginning to be applied, as we review above. The genomic control of the developmental process itself can only be understood in terms of the genomic regulatory system, and so must time-based change in that regulatory system, the basis of body-plan evolution.
